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Addiction and mental health issues can destroy
adolescents and their families. Finding the right help
can seem hopeless.
Pine River’s approach to treatment encompasses
wilderness, residential care, education, transition and
aftercare support. Over many months, Pine River
instills compassion, respect, courage and accountability
while reinforcing the practical skills required for
successful reintegration to normal life.

“ Looking back, if Pine River wasn’t there,
I honestly don’t know where I would be.”

The average age at admission is 17.
More than 60 per cent of our students
have a history of suicidality, police
contact and running away from home.
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The first and only program of its kind
in Canada, Pine River must turn away
many desperate families. Simply put,
the demand for care exceeds our capacity.
Building a new dorm will increase overall
capacity while enabling gender separation
– an important best practice for teen
treatment facilities.

Pine River’s waiting list regularly
exceeds 200 adolescents.

ROOM
TO
LIVE

“Our daughter has gone from the
saddest of places to hope and light.”
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“It is not a single act performed on a given day
that represents the turning point. What has
made the difference for my kid is the habit of
excellence practiced at PRI.”

Pine River combines therapy and education with
physical activity and expressive arts to foster
accomplishment and self-worth. Enhancing our
programming is a key to our continued success.

On arrival, very few students are
attending school on a daily basis.

ROOM
TO
LEARN

After Pine River, most students
are on track to graduate or are
pursuing post-secondary studies.

We emphasize research and learning to ensure
we are doing what we said we would do.
We continuously monitor our work, compare
our outcomes, access new knowledge and
contribute to best practices.
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Pine River’s goal is sustainable quality
of life for adolescents and their families.
The tailored Aftercare plan identifies
supports, concerns, triggers, commitments
and goals. Increasing our Aftercare
capacity will ensure access to this critical
service, providing a foundation for
lasting success.
Four out of five Pine River graduates:
 No longer abuse a substance
 No longer run away from home
 Attend and achieve at school
 Have no further hospitalizations
 Have no further contact with the law

ROOM
TO
LAUNCH

“Pine River doesn’t just save lives.
It reclaims futures.”
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SINCE 2006, PINE RIVER’S
DONORS HAVE MADE IT POSSIBLE
FOR HUNDREDS OF YOUNG
PEOPLE TO ACCESS THE BEST
POSSIBLE CARE AND SERVICES.
WITH YOUR HELP, WE CAN OFFER
MORE ROOM FOR HOPE – AND
ADVANCE BEST PRACTICES IN
YOUTH ADDICTION TREATMENT
ACROSS CANADA.
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Pine River Foundation
2 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 800
Toronto, ON M4T 2T5
Tel: 416.955.1453
roomforhope@pineriverfoundation.com
pineriverfoundation.com

